
"I-search-a-word" project       Due September 24   
The purpose of this project is to explore all aspects of a word using various traditional resources.  

The large majority of the project will be teacher-guided and done during class. 
 

Requirements: 
 
1. Choose a noun in the English language of which you do not know the meaning.  
You may decide to choose your word because you have heard it before and are 
curious about it, because someone else suggested it, or because you just randomly 
selected it.  Just make sure you are interested in the word. (Item 1) 
 
2. There are many aspects of your word that you must research.  You will find 
most or all of the answers to your research in dictionaries, encyclopedias, 
thesauruses or other specialized resource books.  Please do not research on the 
computer unless you use the computer version of one of the above resource books 
(i.e. Encarta). (Items 2-12)   You must find the following about your word: 
a. word origin 
b. pronunciation 
c. parts of speech (independence: n; independently: adv.; independent: adj.) 
d. each definition of your word (3 maximum) 
e. syllables 
f. guide words 
g. words found before and after your word 
h. synonyms for your word (3 maximum) 
i. antonyms for your word (3 maximum) 
j. words that rhyme with your word (3 maximum) 
k. write the suffix, prefix and root word 
IF YOU CANNOT FIND ONE OF THE ABOVE ITEMS FOR YOUR WORD 
THEN YOU WILL LABEL YOUR POSTER “N/A” FOR THAT SECTION. 
 
3. Look in at least two encyclopedias.  Did you find your word in either?  If you 
did, you will need to list the title of the article on your poster and be sure to list the 
resource on your bibliography.  If you didn’t, be sure to include that your word was 
“Not found in an encyclopedia” on your poster. (Item 13) 
 
4.  Find your word used in a sentence.  Quote it, making sure to include who said 
or wrote it and from which resource you found it. This resource will be part of your 
bibliography. (Item 14) 



 
5. Once this is done, you should have a great understanding of your word.  Next 
you will need to use your word in a sentence that you create.  From this sentence I 
should be able to understand the meaning from your context clues that you will 
include in the sentence.  Be sure not to simply give the definition away in your 
sentence.  You must write as many sentences as there are definitions for your word 
if those definitions are largely different. (Item 15) 
 
6.  You will need to write a poem that you create using your word as the topic or 
main idea of the poem.  The poem must be in the style of a Haiku which is a 17- 
syllable, three-lined poem.  This must also include a title. (Item 16) 
 
7. Make a bibliography.  A bibliography is an organized list of specific information 
of all the resources you used to find your information. (Item 17) 
 
8. Make a poster.  (You will need to purchase a large poster board for this, or I will 
be selling some for $0.50).  On this poster you should include a piece of creative, 
well thought out art.  The art may actually be your word or include aspects that 
match your word's meaning.  Also on your poster you will need to include all of 
the information you have researched for this project.  You will do this by listing 
the information in an organized and creative manner.  You may either type or 
hand-write your final work.   

Your poster needs to be very neat, easy to read and  
organized with ALL 17 items above. This is the only item you will turn in.  

You will have 6 weeks to complete this. 
 
 
GRADING -- This project will be made up of 4 separate grades that are weighed 

equally to a test grade (counted twice). 
 
Language Arts: completion of the report (17 items + poster) 
Reading: accuracy of information and skill of making meaning of the                            
research; bibliography 
Language Arts: creative sentences; poem; oral and visual presentation of                    
the poster 
Spelling: neatness and accuracy of the spelling of all parts of the poster 
 
 

L  E  T  '  S        H  A  V  E        F  U  N ! ! ! ! !  



 
 
 

 


